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Microbiomes are Critical to Energy and the Environment
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● Microbes: single cell organisms, such as bacteria and viruses
● Microbiomes: communities of 1000s of microbial species, less than 1% individually
culturable in a lab (and thus sequenced)
● Metagenomics: genome sequencing on these communities (growing exponentially)
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Parallelism Motifs
● Hash tables
● Sorting
● Graph traversal

Distributed Implementations
● MetaHipMer
● PISA
● diBELLA
● GOTTCHA2
● HipMCL
● MerBench

Cluster 50B Proteins

● Generalized N-body
● Sparse matrices
● Sequence alignment

MetaHipMer Scaling and Science

Metagenome Assembly with MetaHipMer
MetaHipMer Pipeline
1) K-mer Analysis
histogram, distributed hash tables
2) Contig Generation
hash table with graph walk; insert (aggregate) and
lookup
3,4) Bubble merging, hair removal and graph pruning
asynchronous lookups/updates to simplify graph
structure
5) Sequence Alignment
asynchronous remote insert and lookup (software
caching)
6) Local assembly
graph walk on hash table
7,8) Iterate for larger k values (usually 5 iterations)
merge k-mer sets via distributed hash tables

Scaling Improvements
● K-mer analysis: now implemented in
UPC++ instead of MPI (now 3-5x
faster); most time-consuming stage
● cgraph: new scaffolding stage avoids
serial bottlenecks in previous version

After iterations: Scaffolding with cgraph
alignment, hash table with graph walk
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The running time of HipMCL and the
optimized HipMCL on a network with 35
million proteins and 17 billion connections
on 100 nodes of Summit.

GPU Smith-Waterman Kernel and GPU-Klign

GPU-BSW vs CPU-SSW
Speed-Up: 10x (1 GPU)
Contig Length: 1024
Read Length: 128
Total Alignments: 1 mil.

Reference: Oguz Selvitopi, Md Taufique Hussain, Ariful Azad, Aydin Buluc: Optimizing High Performance Markov Clustering for Pre-Exascale Architectures. IPDPS 2020, to appear

BELLA and diBELLA: Many-to-Many Long-read Alignment
diBELLA’s Distributed Memory Pipeline

Strong Scaling Analysis
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New Terabase-Scale Assemblies
Examples of new coassemblies too
large to do before the development
of MetaHipMer
* Running on 1024 Cori KNL nodes
+
Computed for scaffolds >= 500bp

GPU Accelerated Alignment

HipMCL: High-Performance Protein Clustering Algorithm
● Probabilistic memory
● GPU enabling via Pipelined
requirement estimation: Faster
Sparse SUMMA: Joint CPU-GPU
than symbolic multiplication. Within
distributed memory expansion of
10% of exact values.
MCL algorithm.
● Faster multiplication on CPU:
● Binary merge: Incremental
Based on a hybrid algorithm - relies
merging of GPU results - saves
on hash tables and heaps.
memory and hides computational
overheads.

Benefits of Coassembly
● Coassembly: all samples assembled
together
● Multiassembly: assemble one
sample at a time and combine
● Large benefits to coassembly
● MetaHipMer enables coassembly at
scales never before achieved

Wetlands

GPU-Klign Performance Analysis
Total Contigs: 283,842
Total Reads: 20,825,285
Total Alignments: 56.2 mil.
SSW Speed-Up: 13.3x
Overall Speed-Up: 1.6x

LOGAN: High-Performance GPU-Based
X-Drop Alignment

Speedups of 6.6x on 1 GPU and 30.7x on 6 GPUs
(Log-log scale) BELLA’s speedup replacing its CPU-based
seed-and-extend alignment kernel from the SeqAn library
with LOGAN for C. elegans data set of 235 million
alignments. POWER9 Platform with 6 NVIDIA Tesla V100s.

Comparative Analysis of Metagenomes
Comparisons based on Taxonomy

Initial strong scaling results show runtime
dominated by pairwise alignment
computations (yellow).
● Our associated work on LOGAN
accelerates pairwise alignment
with GPUs.
● Our cross-architecture
performance analysis anticipates
“compute-minimized” workloads
and highlights network bottleneck.

k-mer based comparisons
A. Effect of parameters on MinHash
comparison

B. MinHash based distance of HMP
samples

Cray XK7, CPU-only seed-and-extend pairwise alignment, MPI ranks pinned to integer cores / L1 caches.

Cross-Architecture Performance Analysis

For the memory and compute intensive problem of detecting overlaps and computing alignments
between noisy long reads from large data sets, diBELLA provides distributed memory scalability.
The pipeline computes a k-mer histogram, filters k-mers by frequency, identifies candidate
overlaps from the filtered k-mer set, computes respective alignments, and outputs those passing
user-specified or default scoring criteria. The desired k-mer frequency is user-specified, or by
default, employs BELLA’s methodology for identifying correct and genomically-unique k-mers by
frequency. An open-source software release of diBELLA is planned for 2020.

M. Ellis, G. Guidi, A.
Buluc, L. Oliker, and K.
Yelick, “diBELLA:
Distributed long read
to long read
alignment”, in 48th
International
Conference on Parallel
Processing (ICPP 2019),
Aug. 2019.

k-mer size

Taxonomy based comparisons of metagenomes from
Human Microbiome Project (HMP) obtained from
various body site. Pairwise correlation between HMP
samples were calculated based in abundance of bacterial
species in each sample. GOTTCHA v2 was used to identify
and calculate the abundance of bacterial species. Samples
from similar body parts clustered together.

The effect of k-mer sizes on MinHash
distances. Synthetic metagenomes of different
complexity (100 genomes from same species,
genera, and class) were used to calculate
MinHash distance by varying k-mer sizes. k-mer
size choices were determined to be one of the
most important parameter for using k-mer distance
based comparisons.

MinHash distance based comparison of HMP samples:
Similar to taxonomy based comparisons, MinHash distance
based comparisons also showed clustering of samples from
similar environment indicating correlation between taxonomic
similarity and k-mer based similarity.
In progress and future work:
• Develop a fast k-mer counter that scales up and can process
hundreds of thousands of metagenomes in reasonable time.
• Implement a fast comparison tool that compares metagenomes
based on shared k-mers and further clusters them based on
similarity (for e.g. Jaccard Index).
• Compare and cluster thousands of publicly available metagenomes.

